DNA looping in cellular repression of transcription of the galactose operon.
Communication between distant DNA sites is a central feature of many DNA transactions. Negative regulation of the galactose (gal) operon of Escherichia coli requires repressor binding to two operator sites located on opposite sides of the promoter. The proposed mechanism for regulation involves binding of the repressor to both operator sites, followed by a protein-protein association that loops the intervening promoter DNA (double occupancy plus association). To assess these requirements in vivo, we have previously converted gal operator sites to lac and shown that both operator sites must be occupied by the homologous repressor protein (Lac or Gal) for negative regulation of the gal operon. We have now addressed more directly the need for protein-protein association by the use of the converted operator sites and a mutant Lac repressor defective in association of the DNA-binding dimers. We have compared the biological and biochemical activity of two Lac repressors: the wild-type (tetramer) I+ form, in which the DNA-binding dimer units are tightly associated; and the mutant Iadi repressor, in which the dimer units do not associate effectively. The I+ repressor is an efficient negative regulator of the gal operon in vivo, but the Iadi mutant is an ineffective repressor. Purified I+ repressor efficiently forms DNA loops between operator sites that we have visualized by electron microscopy; the Iadi repressor fails to form DNA loops, although the protein binds effectively to both operator sites. From the clear correlation between looping in vitro and repression in vivo, we conclude that regulation of the gal operon depends on the association of repressor proteins bound to the two operator sites.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)